COLEWELL
CROSS: RISE OF THE VILLAINS
1ST BORN

COSMOS
CROSSWORD MURDERS: PROPOSING MURDER
GEMINI MAN

COUNTDOWN
DARK LIGHT
GIRL ON THE THIRD FLOOR

COYOTE LAKE
DOUBTING THOMAS
THE GRAVE
January 2020

HARD NIGHT FALLING  JARHEAD: LAW OF RETURN  LOVE, ALASKA

HARRIET  JEXI  LOVE AND SUNSHINE

HERITAGE  JOKER  A MILLION LITTLE PIECES

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS DAY  THE LIGHTHOUSE  MINE 9
January 2020

MOTHERLESS BROOKLYN  THE RELIANT  SPRINTER

MRS. LOWRY & SON  RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL  3022

ONCE UPON A CHRISTMAS MIRACLE  SANTA FAKE  TRESPASSERS

PRIMAL  SANTA GIRL  UNDERCOVER BROTHER 2
January 2020

NEW RELEASES

THE WEDDING YEAR

THE WRONG TODD

ZOMBIELAND: DOUBLE TAP